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BILATERAL RELATIONS
Li Keqiang Meets with Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF) Klaus Schwab
Published by fmprc.gov.cn, July 1st 2019
On the afternoon of July 1st, 2019, Premier Li Keqiang met in Dalian with Executive Chairman of the World Economic
Forum (WEF) Klaus Schwab. Li Keqiang expressed that cooperation between China and the WEF started almost at the
same time as China's reform and opening up. The two sides' fruitful and effective cooperation has not only boosted
China's reform and opening up endeavor but also provided an important platform for discussing world economic
governance. The Chinese side stands ready to deepen its partnership with the WEF and expand cooperation on various
platforms. Li Keqiang also called for grasping the opportunity of the new round of industrial revolution and keeping
improving the Summer Davos Forum to explore new frontiers for new champions of the world, jointly safeguard
multilateralism and free trade and maintain an open and inclusive world economy system. Klaus Schwab hailed the
sound cooperation between the WEF and China in the past 40 years and thanked the Chinese side for its strong
support. The WEF is committed to achieving the goal of sustainable development and attaches great importance to
cooperation with the Chinese side. The WEF is willing to work with the Chinese side to jointly advance bilateral
cooperation to new levels, so as to better serve China's development. Wang Yi and He Lifeng attended the meeting.

Ambassador CHEN Xu Met with WEF Executive Chairman
Published by china-un.ch, June 19th 2019
On June 18th, Ambassador CHEN Xu, Permanent Representative of the People's Republic of China to the United
Nations Office at Geneva and Other International Organizations in Switzerland met with Professor Klaus Schwab,
Founder and Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF). The two sides exchanged views on enhancing
cooperation between China and the WEF.

BUSINESS NEWS 
BIS to Set Up Innovation Hubs in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Switzerland
Published by moodysanalytics.com, June 30th 2019
BIS approved the establishment of a BIS Innovation Hub to foster international collaboration on innovative financial
technology (fintech) within the central banking community. The Innovation Hub would complement the already well-
established cooperation within the existing committees. In the initial setup phase, the Hub Centers will be established in
Switzerland (Basel), Singapore, and Hong Kong with the support of the respective regulators in each country—that is,
SNB, MAS, and HKMA. These regulators have also published statements welcoming the establishment of Innovation
Hubs. The Hub will span multiple locations. The first two Hub Centers will be set up in Basel and Hong Kong, making use
of the existing BIS facilities. The third Hub Center will be established in Singapore, subject to the completion of the
necessary institutional arrangements. As part of the second phase of implementation additional Hub Centers will be
added across Americas and Europe. The Hubs will be tasked with identifying and developing in-depth insights into critical
technology trends affecting central banking, developing public goods in the technology space to improve functioning of
the global financial system, and serving as a focal point for a network of central bank experts on innovation.
 
CES Award Opens Doors to China for Swiss Robot Company Rovenso
Published by cnnmoney.ch, July 1st 2019
In our monthly Swissnex edition of Tech Talk, Thomas Estier, co-founder and CEO of Rovenso, says a key to tapping
into the coveted Chinese market is to get the attention of partners there. That’s just what happened when the Swiss robot
company was awarded an innovation prize at CES Asia last month. No deals have been signed yet, but thanks to the
award Estier says Rovenso now has access to investors he couldn’t easily approach before. [Video]

Sensitive Data Stolen From Swiss-based Company
Published by swissinfo.ch, May 27th 2019
Swiss investigators have broken up a Chinese industrial spying scheme that stole hundreds of sensitive documents from
a technology company in Switzerland, reports the SonntagsZeitung newspaper. Prosecutors confirmed that a technician
was fined for his part in the affair. The SonntagsZeitung  reports that the victim of this case was a Swiss subsidiary of the
Dutch company Besi, which manufactures machines that make computer chips. The perpetrators were an unknown
number of unnamed Chinese companies that used two Singapore-based agents to infiltrate the Swiss branch of the Besi
firm, according to the article.

CULTURE & SOCIETY
Call for Application: 2019-2020 Rong Design Library Residency Program X Pro Helvetia Shanghai
Published by prohelvetia.cn, June 25th 2019
This Residency Program is co-initiated by Rong Design Library and Pro Helvetia Shanghai, Swiss Arts Council. Based
on the searching and deconstruction of Chinese traditional crafts techniques and materials, Rong Design Library invites
Swiss designers of different fields to avail the residency in a village near Hangzhou, China. The residency lasting one
month will take place between October 2019 and October 2020 depending on both the candidates’ and the host’s
availability. The cooperation with Pro Helvetia Shanghai is a special project that falls under the umbrella of the library’s
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residency program. The objective is to create a critical learning environment to stimulate the discovery and rethinking
between traditional crafts and contemporary design. It offers residents opportunities to exchange, experience, devote
time to their design practice within a dynamic and vibrant environment by cooperating with local artisans. In five years,
the program has hosted around 30 designers from more than 10 countries. Previous Swiss participants included Jean-
Philippe Bonzon, Josefina Muñoz, and Laura Couto Rosado.

GENERAL INTEREST
Three Swiss Cities Named Europe’s Most Pricy for Foreign Workers
Published by thelocal.ch, June 27th 2019
Zurich came in fifth overall in the annual cost of Living survey put together by consulting firm Mercer. With Hong Kong in
top place, Tokyo coming second, Singapore third and the Korean capital of Seoul in fourth place, that means Zurich
ranked as the most expensive location in Europe for foreign workers. Meanwhile, two other Swiss cities – Bern, which
ranked 12th, and Geneva (in 13th) – were the second and third priciest places in Europe for employees posted overseas.
The survey, carried out by US consulting giant Mercer, is designed to help multinational companies and governments
determine compensation allowances for their expatriate employees. The 2019 edition ranking looked at 209 cities
globally, comparing prices of more than 200 items including accommodation, transport, clothing, food, household goods
and recreation and entertainment.

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING / MANUFACTURING

ABB Debuts ‘Revolutionary’ Digital Low-Voltage Switchgear
Published by dairyreporter.com, July 2nd 2019
ABB is launching a ‘revolutionary’ digital low-voltage switchgear at the end of 2019, ‘set to transform the performance,
safety and sustainability of electrification in the Food & Beverage industry’. Combined with ABB’s Ability platform, the
company says NeoGear will reduce a manufacturer’s footprint by up to 20%, it increases cooling efficiency, reducing
losses by up to 20% and reduces operational costs by up to 30%. “NeoGear bus plate technology has been piloted in
real industrial environments. It is currently in pilot use at Jura Cement in Switzerland and at the newest ABB factory in
Xiamen, China.” ABB opened a high-voltage manufacturing unit in Xiamen, southern China, last year to meet growing
demand for reliable electricity in rapidly growing urban areas of the country. The 58, 000 m2 facility includes
manufacturing, high-voltage test labs, centers for research and development, training and service. The unit will
manufacture gas-insulated switchgear (GIS), gas-insulated lines (GIL) and GIS components up to 1,200 kV.
 
Appointment of COO, GGM and Giorgio Calderari to the Helsinn’s Board of Directors
Published by medgazette24.com, June 27th 2019
The Switzerland-based pharma firm which focuses on the development of standard cancer care products, Helsinn, made
an announcement that Chief Operating Officer of the firm, Group General Manager, as well as, Giorgio Calderari have
been appointed to the Board of Directors of the company. They gave joining on the June 19th. Giorgio Calderari has
enormous experience in the managing of development of drug, global product launches, supply chain establishment,
serving the role as Senior Management in chemical plants as Research and Development, and Chief Manufacturing
Officer. At present, he is responsible for managing the operations of the Helsinn Group and is also part of the Board of
Directors of a few partner firms, based in Ireland, China, Switzerland, and the United States.
 
BANK / FINANCE / INSURANCE

Swiss Re Appoints New Chief Executive for Asia Reinsurance
Published by ft.com, June 26th 2019
Swiss Re, the reinsurance group, said it has appointed Russell Higginbotham as its new president and chief executive,
reinsurance, for Asia. Mr. Higginbotham, a 25-year veteran of the company, moves from his current role of chief
executive, reinsurance, and president of Europe, the Middle East and Africa and will start in the position from next
month. He replaces Jayne Plunkett, who will join Hong Kong-based insurance group AIA as chief risk officer from
November. Ms Plunkett had held various roles at Swiss Re since 2006.

HOSPITALITY / TOURISM / RETAILS

Nestlé China Sets Packaging Challenge
Published by plasticsinpackaging.com, July 1st 2019
Nestlé Research and Development China has challenged students at Beijing’s university education platform, Tsinghua x-
lab, to identify new solutions for product packaging. Faculty members and 30 students at Tsinghua x-lab will be given five
months to come up with innovative packaging ideas and new business models across five areas: recyclable or reusable,
e-commerce, gifting, consumer education and engagement. Part of the company’s Nestlé Needs Youth initiative, the
teams will have access to Nestlé’s research and development expertise and infrastructure at its R&D centre in Beijing,
including labs and prototyping facilities. The challenge will end with a final event where teams will pitch their ideas to a
panel of judges that will include executives from Nestlé, Tsinghua University professionals and industry experts. The top
three most compelling ideas will be awarded prizes and the opportunity to develop their concept further in partnership
with Nestlé.
 
Rosewood Hotel Group Announces Key Leadership Appointments and Promotions
Published by benzinga.com, June 27th 2019
Rosewood Hotel Group, the leading international hospitality group with four dynamic, design-led brands, is pleased to
announce the appointments of several new executive team members to execute its thoughtful yet ambitious growth plan:
Bede Barry as Vice President, Operations – Americas; Micah Friedman as Chief Information Officer – Global; Milet
Lukey as Vice President, Talent and Culture – Americas; Jeffery Wong as Vice President, Finance – Americas and
Europe; and Jack Xiao as Vice President, Financial Controller – Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa. Each considered an
expert in their respective roles, the five new additions will reinforce the group's leadership across its global footprint and
provide more regional and operational strategic direction to their teams and play a critical role in the continued worldwide
expansion of the group.

LEGAL / TAX / CONSULTING / SERVICES
 
Young Swiss Talents Explore the Chinese Innovation Landscape
Published by s-ge.com, June 25th 2019
In the scope of its academic activities, swissnex China often welcomes delegations from Swiss universities. At the end of
May, Swissnex received two universities in the space and as always it was a big pleasure to exchange with the dynamic
students who came to China with great curiosity. Swissnex first welcomed 20 students from the MBA of the Berner
Fachhochschule (BFH) on May 30th. They benefited from a presentation about swissnex China and its various activities
by Danli Zhou, Co-Deputy CEO & Communications Manager at swissnex China. After a lunch hosted in the office, Peter
Bachmann, Executive Director of SwissCham, further presented the Swiss Chamber of Commerce and its scope of
action. The day was then completed by the guest lecture of Daniel Eckmann, a Berner Fachhochschule alumnus, who
shared his experience doing business in China.
 
China 2019 Economic Report
Published by Embassy of Switzerland, June 28th 2019
The economic report 2019 published by the Embassy of Switzerland was released recently. This report provided detailed
information on the main economic developments in China in 2019, including the following: Chinese economy is facing
downward pressure, though Q1 started with 6.4% growth rate, key indicators in the following months showed declining
trend; Policy easing has made its way back, but regulatory tightening to mitigate environmental and financial risk will
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remain definite drags on growth; The shift in the demographic structure has brought challenge to China’s healthcare
landscape; China’s foreign trade growth slowed in the first half of 2019, YTD exports registering +0.4% growth, while
YTD imports slowed down to -3.7%; Consumer confidence has hit historic low, the 7.2% consumption growth rate in April
marked the lowest point since 2003; Technology race has become the derivative of the trade war, the new defensive
moves by the U.S. has prompted China to seek self-reliance in strategic sectors; Growing investment in China’s services
and information and communications technology (ICT) sectors, predominantly based in the coastal regions, is a clear
indicator that China is no longer perceived as a low-cost labor country active in the global manufacturing value chain;
Bilateral trade also decelerated amid the trade uncertainties; The newly passed Foreign Investment Law signals a huge
step forward in China’s capital market liberalization; China is facing a serious unemployment situation in H1 of 2019, with
unemployment rate jumped to 5.3% in January and February, shifting the government’s priority to tackle the issue.
 
Switzerland has Strongest Change Capability in the World
Published by s-ge.com, June 25th 2019
Switzerland has once again been ranked number one in the Change Readiness Index compiled by consultancy firm
KPMG. This study explores which countries are most effectively prepared for change in the key areas of enterprise,
government as well as people and civil society. Switzerland has been ranked number one in the Change Readiness
Index (CRI) compiled by KPMG for the second consecutive time. It is therefore the country in the world most able to rise
to the challenges of the present and also exploit any opportunities in future. The CRI Index measures the extent to which
a country is prepared for long-term changes including technological, economic and social changes. It furthermore takes
into account the ability to respond to sudden onset events, like natural disasters. In the context of this survey, climate
change was identified as the most pressing issue being faced by current and future generations.
 
Looking for more news? Go to SwissCham’s Website.
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